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The ATLAS Forward Calorimeters (FCal)

Covers very forward region:
3.1 < |η| < 4.9

Designed to operate in very
high rate environment:
Large noise from pileup

Motivation

Improve reconstruction of
missing transverse energy

Tag forward jets
(e.g. VBF→Higgs )

Forward physics

Layer Absorber LAr gap Nelectrodes Nchannels

FCal1 Cu 269 µm 24,520 2,016

FCal2 W 376 µm 20,400 1,000

FCal3 W 508 µm 16,448 508
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Design of the FCal

Requirements

Adequate ET resolution with small
non-Gaussian tails (σE/E = 1/

√
E + 0.1)

Fast response in order to minimize
noise from pileup, O(25 ns)

Radiation hardness – cope with
design luminosity of
L = 1034 cm−2s−1 at

√
s = 14 TeV :

In FCal: 7 TeV/evt, 45 Watts

Placement

Original idea: FCal at z = 15 m from IP

Chosen location: inside endcap, z = 5 m

→ Smooth transition from other
calorimeters

→ Natural shielding for muon system

→ Less upstream material

→ But more radiation (×9)

Design

2008 JINST 3 P02010
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4.2 The electrodes 

The ATLAS FCal is not a conventional liquid argon calorimeter. The liquid argon gap in the 
FCal1 module is chosen to be roughly an eighth of the usual 2 mm gap to avoid the ion buildup 
problem [15] resulting from the low mobility of the positive charge carriers in the argon. At 
sufficiently high ionization rates (due to the copious min-bias events) a threshold is reached 
above which the charge accumulation distorts the electric field sufficiently to degrade the signal 
from the drifting electrons. Smaller gaps allow the FCal to stay below this threshold at the LHC 
design luminosity. The smaller gaps also lead to a much faster signal. The triangular current 
pulse at the electrode has a full drift time of about 61 ns in FCal1 as opposed to the 450 ns of 
more conventional 2 mm gaps in many liquid argon sampling calorimeters. After 25 ns, 66% of 
the signal has already accumulated on the electrode. The reader will note that we are using the 
term “electrode” to refer to the anode (rod), the cathode (tube), and the liquid argon ionization 
medium in the gap between the concentric rod and tube. 

The liquid argon gap in the FCal2 module is about 50% larger than in FCal1 while that in 
the FCal3 is about twice that in FCal1. These larger gaps deeper in the calorimeter are 
acceptable because the ionization density from showers is lower than in the FCal1 module. The 
nearest-neighbor spacing of electrodes in the FCal1 module is 7.5 mm center-to-center and 
increases in the FCal2 and FCal3 modules so that they are pseudo-projective. The radius of the 
cylindrical shell liquid argon gap was chosen to be a third of the nearest-neighbor spacing to 
optimize the sampling uniformity [16]. 

Precision small gaps are difficult to maintain in a parallel plate design so the electrode 
structure was chosen based on tubes and rods as shown in figure 3 and figure 4. The gap 
between the inner solid rod and the outer tube is maintained by a helically-wound PEEK fiber 
whose diameter is slightly smaller than the gap. Liquid argon, the ionizing (sensitive) medium, 
fills the rest of the gap not occupied by the fiber (98.8% of the volume of the gap for FCal1). 
The rod is held at positive potential and the tube at ground. The current of electrons drifting 
toward the rod constitutes the signal [17]. The rod is made of the same material as the absorber 
matrix. The electrodes form an hexagonal array as shown in figure 5. 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Cut-away drawing of an FCal electrode.  
Liquid argon fills the gap between the rod and tube. 

 
Figure 4. Close-up view of a cross-section of the 
FCal1 electrode gap. The insulating PEEK fiber is 
shown. 

Long and skinny electrodes:
∼ 5 mm diameter, ∼ 45 cm deep
arranged parallel to the beam line

Very narrow LAr gaps:
→ Fast readout
→ Avoids ion buildup

Dense material (tungsten) for FCal2,3
→ limits hadronic shower spread
→ compact, still 10λ (28X0 FCal1)
→ placed deeper: less neutron albedo
→ heavy: 2×12 tonnes
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FCal electrode arrangement and pulse shapes
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Figure 3. Forward calorimeter electrode arrangement. The left-hand plot shows a schematic view of a
portion of the front face of the FCal1, also illustrating a single electrode group and indicating the size of the
Molière radius in this device. The right-hand figure shows a photograph of the front (non-readout) face of
a hadronic (FCal3) module. Also visible are PEEK retention washers, that keep the anode rods in position,
and the ends of the PEEK fibres that maintain the narrow LAr gaps.

concentric with the beamline and situated just upstream of the cryostat bulkhead described above.
Also illustrated in the figure is the material of a small pump that sits within the evacuated volume
of the cone.

In order for the FCal to operate in the very high flux environment that will be present when
the LHC is run at its design luminosity, the liquid argon gaps in the forward calorimeter must
be much smaller than the 1-2 mm gap size that is traditional in a LAr device. This constraint is
accommodated by the use of a novel design with thin annular LAr gaps oriented parallel to the
beamline. Electrodes are formed by inserting an absorber rod, which serves as the anode, into a
copper tube which acts as the cathode. The rod is positioned concentrically in the tube using a
helically-wound radiation-hard plastic fibre (PEEK) that maintains the narrow LAr gap (250 µm
in the FCal1) and electrically separates the anode and cathode. These electrodes are positioned
in a hexagonal array within an absorber matrix. The electrode-to-electrode spacing is quite small,
leading to a detector with a fine lateral segmentation that can be exploited in the shower shape
reconstruction. The module structure is illustrated in figure 3, which shows a schematic partial
view of the front face of the FCal1 module alongside a photo of the non-readout face of the FCal3
module. For high voltage distribution and readout, electrodes are ganged together in groups of 4,
6, or 9 on the FCal1, FCal2 and FCal3, respectively, using interconnect boards at the readout face
of each calorimeter module. For most channels, four such groups are summed on a transformer
summing board before the signals are sent to the cryogenic feedthrough. At the inner and outer
periphery of each module, there are some channels for which no summing is performed. This will
be discussed in the next section.

In this paper we describe the performance of one of the two final ATLAS forward calorimeters
to single particles, i.e. electrons and pions, over the energy range of about 10-200 GeV. More
information on the design of the Forward Calorimeter can be found in reference [5]. Details of the
design and construction of the as-built detector will be the subject of a forthcoming publication.
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Figure 13. Reference pulse shapes for FCal1, FCal2 and FCal3, obtained from the beam test data and used
for calculation of the OFCs used for the signal reconstruction.

phase of this clock is random relative to the beam triggers, the calorimeter pulses come at random
times relative to this clock. The timing was adjusted so that, on average, the peak of the pulse falls
at the 4th (out of seven) samples. However, pulses can be as much as 12.5 ns ahead or behind this
average case.

The pulse shapes used for input to the OFC calculation were reconstructed from the data, by
starting with a pulse shape prediction from a SPICE model of the electronics chain and performing
an iterative fit procedure. Noise contributions were accounted for by using the noise autocorrelation
matrix, the inverse of which forms the weight matrix in the χ2 sum to be minimized. The pulse
shape prediction was fitted to the pedestal-subtracted samples from a large number of events to
determine the peak height and time for each event, using only events with a sufficiently large peak.
Then, for each of these events, the samples were shifted in time so that the peak time was at the
time origin. The pedestal-subtracted sample amplitudes were scaled to yield a peak of unit height.
Plotting the samples from all of the events, so obtained, yielded a pulse shape that appeared as
a fuzzy curve, the smearing being due to the very small electronics noise. The small difference
between the mean of this fuzzy line and the SPICE model pulse shape was parameterized by a
polynomial. Adding the polynomial to the SPICE pulse yielded an improved pulse shape which
was input to a second iteration, after which the pulse shape was stable. Pulse shapes differ from
module to module due to the different drift times associated with the different LAr gap sizes, but
the pulse shape for a given FCal module is rather uniform from channel to channel and use of a
single pulse shape per module yields an adequate calibration. The pulse shapes obtained from the
beam test data and used for calculation of the OFCs are shown for each module in figure 13.

In ATLAS, the amplitude and timing of a signal pulse are determined by application of the
appropriate set of OFCs, one set for the energy reconstruction and another for the timing. During
normal ATLAS data-taking with p-p collisions, the TTC clock that sets the sampling times will
be in phase with the LHC bunch crossing clock. This means the signal from a given channel will
always be in the same phase with respect to the TTC clock; consequently only one set of OFCs
per channel will be required. This is not the case for the beam test in which the beam particles
arrive asynchronously with respect to the TTC clock. To use the OF technique in this case, it
is necessary to measure the phase between the beam trigger and the readout clock and select the
corresponding set of OFCs, which were generated in bins of 1 ns. This is adequate for good energy
reconstruction, as illustrated in figure 14, which shows the effect, on the reconstructed energy and
time, of introducing an artificial time shift between the data and the set of applied OFCs. For shifts
of less than 2 ns there is essentially no effect on the reconstructed peak amplitude.
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Pulse Shape

Fast response due
to small LAr gaps

Good agreement in
data with expected
pulse shape derived
from beam test

Optimal filtering
technique used to
derive the amplitude
A and timing τ of
the pulse

A =
5∑

i=1

aiSi

Aτ =
5∑

i=1

biSi

Example of a signal pulse in the second hadronic layer
recorded in beam splash data.
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Results from beam test

Pion and electron beam tests with Ebeam

in the range 10–200 GeV

Studies of shower shapes, clustering,
hadronic weights, etc.

Noise subtracted resolution:

σE
E

= S√
E/GeV

⊕ C

Beam Test Requirements
e S: 28.5%, C : 3.5% S: 35%, C : 5%

π± S: 95%, C : 7.5% S : 100%, C : 10%
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Cell energy distribution

Reconstructed FCal cell energies in 900 GeV collision data

Nice agreement between data and simulation

Distributions of jet properties, such as jet energy, transverse width and
electromagnetic fraction are also in good agreement with Monte Carlo
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Event Display
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Position Measurement

FCal close to the beam pipe

Energy density increases with η
→ FCal sensitive to translations

relative to the beam spot

Average energy per cell:

strongly depends on the
transverse distance to the
beam spot, rT (or η)

φ symmetric around the
beam spot

roughly described by:

Eavg = k · r−m
T

Can measure location of the
FCal by looking at Eavg over
many events

First measurements indicate that the FCal sits ≈ 2 mm low
→ consistent with possible sag in support structure
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Summary

The ATLAS Forward calorimeters

Covers the forward region:
3.1 < |η| < 4.9

Novel design to operate under
high radiation

Performance in beam tests meets
design requirements

Pulse shapes agree very well with
expectation

Distributions of cell energies and
jet properties in first collision
data agree with MC expectations

The position of the FCal can be
measured in data

→ Important for precise /ET and forward jet pT reconstruction
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